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1.0 Introduction
“For all of you who have played any of my adventures…”

-Juan Francisco Cucharero Cabezas

This  translated  and  revised  edition  of  The  Sacrifice is
mostly editorial and  structural in nature, but also attempts
to  bring  it  into  concordance  with  other  tertiary  sources
(such as the ICE “MERP cannon”, Lindëfirion, etc.), and to
adjust the nomenclature to conform to the Tolkien lexicon.
Most  of  the  original  text  remains,  simply  translated,
corrected, reformatted, and standardized. Some additional
material has been extrapolated and/or expanded. - VJS

1.1 LEGAL DISCLAIMER

The Sacrifice Revised Edition is a non-commercial, fan-
created adventure scenario designed for  the Middle-earth
Role  Playing  (MERP)  game  by  Iron  Crown  Enterprises
(now long out-of-print). This document is intended for the
personal, private use of role-playing game (RPG) players
and game-masters (GMs), as an aid for their study and role-
playing enjoyment.  All  references to the works of  J.R.R.
Tolkien are the property of  Middle-earth   Enterprises   (M-
eE) and/or the  Tolkien Estate; additionally, MERP and all
references  to  that  game  system are  the  property  of  Iron
Crown Enterprises (ICE). All other material is the property
of the authors, and may not be offered for sale, nor altered,
without  permission.  Please  note  that  M-eE  has  been
extremely aggressive against any perceived infringement of
their intellectual property rights.

1.2 SETTING AND REQUIREMENTS

The Sacrifice is  the  continuation  of  the campaign  The
Shadow of the North that  begins with the adventure  The
Forge  of  the  Petty-dwarves.  It  is recommended  that  the
players have already played it,  but  that is not mandatory.
All material necessary to conduct the adventure is included
in each module. However, to obtain the rest of the material
to be able to explore  this scenario more  fully, it would be
convenient to obtain the previously published module.

This  adventure  scenario  assumes  that  the  reader  is
familiar with the works of J.R.R. Tolkien and the MERP
game system. The GM must have access to the MERP rule-
book, and may wish to have the relevant maps/modules for
the adventure area chosen; recommended titles:

• #2005 Arnor – general background info

• #8040 Hillmen of the Trollshaws – background on
Rhudaur and Hillmen

• #8070 Goblin-Gate and Eagle’s Eyrie – colour area
map

• #8080  Rivendell  the  House  of  Elrond  –  back-
ground on nearby area and colour area maps

It also assumes the default date of 1640 T.A. set by ICE,
however,  almost  any  Third  Age  date,  and  even  into  the
Fourth Age, should work fine.

The physical  setting is in  Rhudaur,  among the western
slopes and foothills of the Misty Mountains (Hithaeglir) –
although almost  any  semi-rural  location  in a  small  town
should suffice. Some areas in Arthedain, Cardolan, Gondor,
or even Dunland or Rhovanion, might work well too, with
appropriate modifications. The antagonists described herein
are  primarily  rural/urban  men  with  access  to  moderate
resources,  so  these  points  should  be  considered  when
choosing details. It is also assumed that the party is aligned
on the side of the Free Peoples (or at least not opposed to
them), and against Darkness.

The Player Characters should be low level at this point,
since this is meant to be the  second of a campaign,  The
Shadow in the North.  The difficulty  level  is set  for  low/
mid-level PCs (4 – 8 PCs with 10 – 20 combined levels),
but can be adjusted for higher-level parties; suggestions for
higher level of play: simply increase by 1-2 the levels of
the three main antagonists, and/or add four more guards. A
party focused on combat capabilities will probably do best.

Remember that most adventure scenarios, including this
one, are adaptable to any role-playing game system with
some work, and are somewhat flexible as to setting, both
time and place. This module can easily be used as a stand-
alone adventure scenario.

1.3 DEFINITIONS/TERMS

Ad = Adunaic; S = Sindarin; Q = Quenya

• Aldûriel – S: not-dark-female

• Dîrgol – S: cloak[ed]-man (cf. Thingol)

• Núrquén – Q: deep-one (cf. Nurquedi)

• Seleri Asnienna – Q: Sisters [of] Nienna

• Tálissë – Q: grace-foot

• Thôrgal – Ad: son [of] Gal

For  dimensionally-challenged  Americans,  simply  read
distances of meters as yards. Close enough. 1.6 kilometres
= 1 mile.
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2.0 The Tale
2.1 BACKGROUND

We are in the middle of the Third Age,  four years after
the Great Plague of 1636. Sauron has not yet manifested
himself again in Middle-earth after his defeat at the hands
of the Last Alliance. The Witch-king is maturing his plans
to  rampage  through  the  three  northern  brother  realms,
Arthedain, Cardolan, and Rhudaur. All this is a prelude to
the future war  that  Sauron will  start  to  conquer Middle-
earth. With the destruction of these three kingdoms, Sauron
will be able to more easily defeat the kingdom of Gondor,
and in this way proceed to rule all Endor.

The Witch-king, Sauron's most trusted Nazgûl, has begun
his plans to defeat the three brother kingdoms. Through the
Dark Religion, he has begun the formation of a great army
of Men and Orcs. But he knows that he will not be able to
defeat the three kingdoms by  force alone. To achieve his
purpose,  he  has  initiated  various  plots to  degrade them
internally. Little by little, the emissaries and spies of the
Nazgûl infiltrate Dúnadan society. Corrupting, bribing, and
through trickery, this vast network is present in almost all
the towns of Eriador.

A branch of this network is located in Etraim, a town in
eastern  Rhudaur.  Thôrgal,  a  Black  Númenórean,  has
created a sect of the Dark Religion amongst the population.
The followers he has recruited are part of his spy network.
Thôrgal himself has adopted the disguise of Baran, a spice
and  liquor  merchant,  so  that  he  can  move  throughout
Rhudaur without raising suspicion.

The sect’s acolytes gather in  an old temple  in the  town.
There they perform their obscene ceremonies, even kidnap-
ping  some  children  for  human  sacrifice  to  Sauron.  The
stolen infants are not from the city, but from the surround-
ing farms, so as not to draw attention to themselves.

2.2 SUMMARY FOR THE GM
As stated, a sect of the Dark Religion has settled in the

town of Etraim. Spies in the service of the Witch-king are
some of them influential members of the community. Some
of them are even in public office. Attracted by power and
promised  riches,  they  gather  information  and  engage  in
subversive activities to promote the decline of the kingdom.

The  sect  is  based  in  the  old  temple  of  the  city.  This
construction dates from the late Second Age. For centuries,

inhabitants of the region had used it as a place of worship
and healing,  since  it  is  dedicated  to  Yavanna,  a  Vala  of
healing and nature. The temple is called ‘Yavanna's Tears’.
Almost nobody remembers the origin of the name, but it
dates from before the appearance of the First-born. As the
Valar  prepared  for  their  arrival,  Morgoth,  the  evil  Vala,
destroyed much of the works they were doing on Arda. The
Valar were celebrating their creations when Morgoth razed
everything. Yavanna wept bitterly when she saw what he
had done with the plants and flowers that she had worked
so hard to sow. Despite everything, she resumed her work.
The tears that she shed signify Hope.

The Tears of Yavanna
“The Tears of Yavanna” is the old temple located in the

centre  of  the  town  of  Etraim.  It  was  consecrated  to
Yavanna,  Nature's  protective  Vala,  at  a  time  when  the
Dúnedain worshipped her as the “Fruit Giver”. Since time
immemorial, the simple people of the north have adored her
as a great benefactor. At harvest time, great festivals were
held in thanksgiving for the goods received from the land.
The temple was built more than five hundred years ago as
an offering for  a  flourishing and prosperous society.  But
over  time  great  evils  have  shaken  the  region,  and  its
maintenance has hardly been possible.

More  than  a  decade  ago,  a  great  storm devastated  the
north of Eriador, causing serious damage to its structure.
The already rather rotten beams gave way and part of the
upper  structure  collapsed.  Given  this  circumstance,  the
Baron, due to the lack of financing for its reconstruction,
decided to close it and abandon it. It is currently sealed by
timbers  nailed  to  the  main  doors  and  the  door  of  the
presbytery.
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3.0 NPCs
3.1 THÔRGAL LEIN

Background

Thôrgal, of the race known as Black Númenóreans, was
born  in  Far  Harad.  Interested  from  an  early  age  in  the
secrets of magic, Thôrgal learned as much as he could from
his  teachers,  before  leaving  his  homeland  looking  for
deeper mystical lore elsewhere. His search brought him to
the kingdom of Angmar, where he sought to learn blackest
magic.  He  became  a  priest  of  the  fell  kingdom’s  dark
religion,  but  his  physical  similarity  to  the  Dúnedain  of
Eriador resulted in him being recruited by the organization
led by the Angulion, spymaster and steward of Angmar.

After becoming a spy, he became ‘Baran’, trader of fine
wines and spices. This cover identity allows him to travel
all over Eriador unmolested. He currently leads a small sect
in Etraim and is the unwilling overseer of the orcs working
in the Citadel (see The Forge of the Petty-dwarves). He is
ambitious  and  utterly  unscrupulous,  so  he  much  prefers
back-stabs over direct confrontations. He knows the spell
lists Essence Hand, Essence Perceptions, Spell Ways, Spirit
Mastery,  Darkness  Law,  Fire  Law,  and  Lofty  Bridge to
Level 5.

Items of note:

He  owns  a  disemboweler (+15  offensive  bonus).
Thôrgal’s looks like a large dagger or small  short sword

that contains a mechanism in the hilt, which releases two
secondary blades inside the enemy when activated. Mech-
anically, if a C penetration critical is inflicted, the victim
suffers two B slash criticals plus an automatic loss of 2 HP
per round. If the disemboweler hasn’t been opened, it can
be thrown as a normal dagger. He also owns a brooch for
his cloak that doubles his magic power (×2PP Multiplier).

GM Note: 

If this adventure is played as a continuation of the ad-
venture The Forge of the Petty-dwarves, it can happen that
Thôrgal personally knows the players especially if, above
all, he directly confronted them. One of the reasons why he
incites Tálissë to kidnap one of the characters is to find out
why they entered the citadel. In the event that they did not
face each other, or that the adventurers have not completed
that adventure, the reason instead would be the capture of a
beautiful victim for the sacrifice to Sauron in two nights, on
the  next  dark moon.  The  victim  will  be  chosen  on the
premise  that  s/he  is  a  passing  traveller,  therefore  if  s/he
disappears it will not attract the attention of the population
of Etraim.

3.2 TÁLISSË NÚRQUÉN

Tálissë comes from a once-noble Dúnedain family gone
by. In fact her lineage dates back to Númenor. Her family
was expelled from Fornost two centuries ago due to  their
rivalry  with  the  royal  family.  After  several  years  of
financial  difficulties  and  because of  the  Great  Plague,
Tálissë  remains as  the only  representative of  her  family.
Due to her hatred for Fornost, she settled in Rhudaur. There
she met Thôrgal, a supposed spice and liquor dealer. They
fell in love and it wasn't until later that he revealed himself
as a priest of Angmar's dark religion. Far from denouncing
him, Tálissë has committed herself to his cause, hoping in
this way to avenge her family and restore the power they
previously  possessed.  Tálissë  has  studied  the  arts  of
Thôrgal,  and has been an outstanding student.  Thanks to
her great intelligence, she has managed to reach a level that
few magicians have even imagined. In a short time she has
managed  to  master  spells  of  the  type  of  Essence  Hand,
Spell  Ways,  Darkness  Law (actually  it  is  Light  Law but
substitute Darkness instead of Light), Spirit Mastery, and
Essence Perceptions. Tálissë is completely loyal to Thôrgal
and  will  not  betray  him  voluntarily.  She  is  a  beautiful
woman  who  will  not  hesitate  to  exploit  her  charms  to
achieve her purposes. She loves to seduce her victims and
frolic with them and then drug them and leave them at her
complete mercy. The people of Etraim know  her fault of
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promiscuity but are completely ignorant of its darker facet.
She is twisted and intriguing, and she can be a dangerous
adversary. When she wears her belt, she does not hesitate to
assume  the  identity  of  one  of  her  victims  to  infiltrate  a
group and find out their intentions.

Items of note:

Embossed leather  belt  depicting maple leaves.  It  has a
bonus of +2 power points. It can also cast a Metamorphosis
spell  once  a  day.  Tálissë  will  not  hesitate  to  transform
herself as a means of collecting information. This belt is a
personal gift from Thôrgal which is highly appreciated.

3.3 ALDÛRIEL

Aldûriel's life would be worthy to write a book. Born in
Rhudaur 46 years ago, she ran away from home to enjoy an
exciting and adventurous life. She travelled with her group
East beyond the Misty Mountains. At one stop she met her
future husband, Farion, who joined the group. In the course
of one of their adventures they acquired a truly exceptional
booty. With their  share they returned to Aldûriel’s native

village where they settled. They had an only son, Moner, as
red-headed  as  his  father.  They  lived  in  peace  for  a  few
years until  the Witch-king's orc hosts began to attack the
region.  They  destroyed  entire  populations,  including
Aldûriel's native village. Chaos and destruction. Farion fell
helping in the defence. Aldûriel and her son fled through
the woods and hid in  a small  cavern that  Aldûriel  knew
from  childhood.  Only because  of  the  harsh  winter,  they
were forced to  abandon it and take refuge in Etraim. That
was ten years ago.  During the Great Plague many people
died, and need perverted the soul of Aldûriel making  her
use robbery as the only means of subsistence, using her son
as an accomplice.

Note to the Master: Aldûriel, as told in the adventure,
will meet the players through an attempted robbery. She is
gruff, cheeky, and afraid of nothing but what might happen
to her son Moner. Deep down, she has a good heart and will
be willing to help if the group behaves well with her.  Her
problem  with  the  people  of  Etraim  is  due  to  her  fierce
character and the few robberies that she has caused to the
inhabitants. Aldûriel has always tried to rob only foreigners
or wealthy merchants passing through the city.
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Items of note:

Aldûriel  does  not  possess  any  exceptional  item,  since
over time she has had to hardly sell them in order to survive
in times of scarcity. The only thing she has is an old short
bow  that  she  uses  to  hunt  in  the  nearby  neighbouring
forests, and a dagger as the only self-defence weapon.

3.4 DÎRGOL

Dîrgol is an enigmatic Healer (Animist), a Dúnadan, who
lives just outside town. Whatever the locals may think of
him, he proved valuable during the plague, so they gladly
tolerate his eccentricities. He is prone to wander abroad, or
in  the  nearby  woods,  ostensibly  searching  for  herbs  and
such,  and  may  not  be  at  home  for  periods  of  up  to  a
fortnight.

Dîrgol’s home is an eclectic stone “hut” on the outskirts
of  town.  The  place  is  jam-packed  with  oddments  of  all
description, from books to knick-knacks to an artefact or
two. There is also a fairly large collection of herbs, liquids,
powders, etc.  – he seems to spend a lot of time collecting
ingredients  and  concocting  healing  ointments,  potions,
salves, and such. Dîrgol seems to know exactly where to
locate  anything,  but  anyone  else  will  be  just  searching
randomly through “piles of junk”. He also keeps a number
of pets, including cats,  birds,  and a  pair  of  rather mean-
spirited guard dogs.

Dîrgol  is  in  fact  an  agent  of  Arthedain,  tasked  with
keeping an eye on events  in  and around Etraim and the
High Pass. He is also a friend of Elrond and the Elves of
Rivendell. He is fully aware of Thôrgal and his cult, and is
actively seeking to expose them, but has yet to come up
with a viable plan. He will be most agreeable to assist any
party that may present him with an opportunity to do so.

Items of note:

Dîrgol’s quarterstaff is a ×3 PP multiplier (Channeling) as
well as a +10 weapon.
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4.0 Sites
4.1 AREA MAP1

This map details the main points of interest in the barony
of Etraim for adventuring purposes.

1. Etraim. The town where the adventure begins. Dreen
Ford is nearby. The area around the ford is good for
farming,  so  there  are  many  outlying  homesteads
here.

4.2 ETRAIM: TOWN MAP  
The main road between the Bruinen Ford and the High

Pass  runs  through  Etraim.  It  is  the  last  haven  for  those
travelling eastwards across the Misty Mountains. Etraim is
fairly typical for the settlements of Rhudaur created by the
Dúnedain, and downright cosmopolitan in comparison with
the not-too-distant  hillman villages to  the  north.  Indubit-
ably, the centre of power here is the Baron’s castle, built
upon a rocky hill.

Etraim owes its prosperity primarily to trade along the
great road, and to the excellent quality of its animal stock.
The town’s annual fair, celebrated during the summer sol-
stice, brings to town merchants from places as distant as
Bree, Fornost Erain, Tharbad, and Maethelburg.

1. Castle. Built on top of a steep hill. The access road
goes  across a bridge that begins on an adjoining
hill  and  which  connects  with  the  castle’s  own
drawbridge.

1 Etraim does not  appear on the original ICE MERP maps,
and has been added here.

2. Abandoned Temple. Once one of Arnor’s Houses
of  Healing,  run  by  the  Seleri  Asnienna2 (Sisters
[of] Nienna), this ancient building was for a time
used  as  a  temple  devoted  to  the  worship  of
Yavanna, until the Barons decided to put an end to
this heresy by sealing the building. Currently, the
building’s state of disrepair makes walking near it
a concern, and the Baron is considering whether he
should  just  tear  it  down.  Meanwhile,  some
stubborn  Valar-  worshippers  gather  to  pray  in  a
forest near town.

3. The Merry Salmon Inn. Literally the only inn in
town. Mayol Softfoot the innkeeper is honest and
deals fairly with all travellers and guests who do
not cause undue amounts of trouble.

Note: The Merry Salmon is detailed in full in The
Forge of the Petty-dwarves.

4. Market. This  great  hall  is  where  crop  produce,
livestock  and  assorted  agrarian  products  for  sale
change  hands  during  the  weekly  market.  More
importantly, it is also the place where deals made
during the annual fair are signed and ratified by the
Baron or his representatives.

5. Dîrgol’s House. This surprisingly nice house is the
“hut” used by Dîrgol  when he is  in  town.  Most
think him just a crazy old man (albeit a useful one,
clearly  skilled  in  the  ways  of  the  healer),  but
Dîrgol is actually an agent of Arthedain who keeps
an eye on the activities of Angmar in this area.

6. Thôrgal’s warehouse.

2 Original form in MERP: Selli Niennavar.
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4.3 TEMPLE DESCRIPTION

As mentioned  above,  the  temple  is  mostly dilapidated,
and due to lack of maintenance, in some areas it presents a
danger of collapse of the roof or some walls. We will now
describe the different areas of the temple.

4.3.1 Ground Level  
Planks  nailed  across  the  doors  prevent  access  to  the

temple,  both  through  the  main  doors  and  through  the
presbytery. The members of the sect do not use  either of
these  entrances  – for  this  they  use  the  access  through
Thôrgal’s warehouse.

1. Main entrance. The  main  doors  open  onto  this
room, which was used in the old days to purify the
faithful, before going to prayer. They had to take
off their shoes to be more intimately linked with
Nature.  Only  an  elaborate  mosaic  remains  as  a
memory  of  that  time.  Its  design  represents  the
harmony  of  Nature.  It  is  very  worn,  and  half
hidden  by  damp  spots,  dust  and  rubble  on  the
walls.

2. Dressing  rooms. These  rooms  were  used  as
dressing  rooms  where  the  faithful  could  put  on
robes in the most important religious services. Old
cabinets with rotten wood are the only thing left.
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Note to the GM: If you examine
behind the cabinets in the room to
the right of the main entrance, you
will  find  a  small  hole  in  the  wall
with about 7 and 14 mp, the result
of  the  prey  of  a,  not  very
‘honorable’  priest.  A  difficult
perception roll is required.

3. Access  to  the  towers.
There is nothing of interest
in  these  two  stairwell
rooms.

4. Multiple  use  rooms. The
temple was not only a place
of  prayer,  but  also
functioned  as  a  barn,  fish
market,  hospital,  etc.  …
always  according  to  the
circumstances that occurred
in  the  city.  Nothing  of
interest  remains  in  these
rooms since everything was
removed long ago.

5. Central  nave. This  is  the
real reason the temple. This
is where the people of the
region worshipped. Mouldy
benches  are  the  only
witnesses  of  that  time.  Its
height  is  equivalent  to  the
two levels of the temple. A choir is in the upper
part,  allowed  to  liven  up  the  ceremonies.  Large
holes in the roof now allow light to filter in. At the
other end you can see a stone platform (chancel)
with an altar on top. The base of the altar with its
reliefs depicts a beautiful forest.

Note to the GM: If the PCs decide to carefully examine
the altar,  they can see traces of blood on it’s surface and
around the  base.  Thôrgal  and  his  minions  seem to  have
despoiled such a beautiful work.

6. Priestly rooms. Here the priests of Yavanna kept
the  objects  related  to  the  temple.  Now only  old
furniture is left, mostly rotten due to water leaks. If
the  room  on  the  left  is  carefully  searched,  two
leather-bound  volumes  can  be  found  on  a  desk.
One  of  them  is  a  treatise  on  herbs  and  healing
potions.  It  is  worth  approximately  120  gp  and

gives anyone studying it a permanent +10 in search
of herbs. It’s sale in Etraim would be difficult since
it could be recognized as belonging to the temple,
and  its  immediate  return  to  the  community  re-
quired. The other tome appears to be a ceremonial
journal and is much better preserved than the other.
If you leaf through it, a piece of parchment con-
taining a series of date annotations will fall to the
ground along with some strange writing.

Note to the GM: The writing is in the Black Tongue, and
refers to human sacrifices made on a new moon. They seem
to follow a sinister calendar of Dark Religion rituals.

7. Presbytery. This room was the  rear access to the
temple.  Here  were  the  priests  before  the
ceremonies.

8. Secret  passage. The  temple  was  also  used  in
wartime  as  a  refuge.  In  the  event  of  a  siege,  a
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passageway was built that communicated with the
basement of one of the surrounding houses.

Note to the GM: This passageway was found by Thôrgal
in his warehouse. At first he thought it was a hidden cellar,
but upon exploring it he realized that it communicated with
the temple.  Still  unable  to  believe his  stroke of  luck,  he
expanded it as a secret refuge for the Order, and as a means
of  reaching  the  temple  for  sacrilegious  ceremonies.  The
passage is very difficult to discover even during the day,
but if you explore the room at night with a torch, it will be
easy to see an air current in the direction of the passage
when the observer is less than three meters from where it is.

9. Magic door. At the foot of the hallway stairs is the
metal  door  that  leads to  the  secret  rooms of the
sect.  It  has a magic Rune of protection that pre-
vents any non-Order being from going through it.

Note to the  GM: The adepts cross using a small silver
ring with a blood-red gem, which when in contact with the
door, the Rune does not activate. It is the responsibility of
the  GM to remember that the existence of the ring should
not be missing in a detailed description of each of the NPCs
belonging  to  the  Order.  Of  course,  it should  not  be
emphasized too much.

If it is a matter of forcing the door, the Rune will activate
causing an electric  shock to  the one who knocks on the
door (equivalent to the Lightning Bolt of the Light Law. It
has a +50 bonus to OB). If the Rune can be deactivated, the
lock is very difficult to force.

10. Preparation  room. Here  the  followers  of  the
Order put on their robes and keep their  personal
effects in individual cabinets. When they are not in
the  temple  their belongings  will  be  found  here.
Two acolytes watch over victims in the library.

Note  to  GM: Neither  Tálissë  nor  Thôrgal  keep  their
possessions here. They do not trust the other members of
the Order at  all.  If  the  GM wishes,  he can locate  minor
treasures that can help, or clues for future adventures.

11. Library.  Several  shelves  contain  all  kinds  of
books that Thôrgal has been collecting as a source
of information and consultation.

Note to the GM: If any of the players were captured and
destined  to  be  slaughtered  in  the  ‘Forge  of  the  Petty-
dwarves’ module, they will be tied up and locked up here.
The one who was seduced by Tálissë will  also be in the
same condition.

If the books are researched in detail, a diary will be found
that contains a detailed chronology of the activities of the
Order  in Etraim.  It  reveals  Thôrgal's  disguise  among
Dúnedain society, and that he is Baran, the local liquor and
spice  merchant.  It  must  be  emphasized  that  only  those
activities  that  have  already  been  carried  out  will  be
included, and will only be updated until the events of the
citadel. All this information is written in the Black Tongue
and a difficult perception roll is required to discover it in a
journal  among the  other  books.  If  the  book is  opened a
parchment will fall to the ground, which if read will show
the names of the members of the Order. And that each of
them tattooed on the nape of the neck the Lidless Eye of
Sauron. This information is also written in Black Tongue.

12. Thôrgal's office. A large oak table presides over
this  room.  Richly  decorated,  it  reveals  the
Númenórean  origin  of  Thôrgal.  Pictures  and
tapestries  illustrating  fragments  of  Númenor's
history hang on the walls. On the table is a small
box  containing  various  writing  implements:  an
inkwell, quills tipped in silver and gold, sheets, etc.
On the table, a letter rests that seems to have been
recently  chosen.  The blasphemous Black  Tongue
floods the writing. Only a person versed in such a
language could read it, or perhaps a magician or a
bard. A padlocked chain blocks library access from
the office.

Note to the  GM: This letter is crucial for the develop-
ment of the “The Shadow of the North” campaign, since it
details future events that the Order will carry out. Players
will finally know the evil that is lurking from within, to the
Dúnedain societies of the three kingdoms. If the letter has
been translated, its content can be read to the players.  See
the text box below. The last line is unreadable.

13. Hall.

14. Guard room. Two acolytes guard the entrance to
the passage. They will attack anyone not known as
the Order. If they need help, they will not hesitate
to retreat to the room marked 11 on the map, and
thus join their other companions.

15. Secret passage. This  is  the only entrance to  the
underground  rooms,  apart  from  the  temple
passageway. It is difficult to discover. It communi-
cates with the warehouses of Baran, the liquor and
spice merchant, and that is the Thôrgal hedge.
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Note to the GM: Obviously this is Thôrgal's escape route
should he be overtaken by player force. Tálissë will follow,
but fall in combat.

4.3.2 Upper Level
The central nave of the temple is the only one that  rises

above the ground storey. The wooden ceiling is pierced in
many  places.  A fight  in  the  upper  galleries  can  mean  a
devilish life-and-death fight.

1. Access to the towers.

2. Access to the galleries of the central nave.

3. Roussillon. A large stained glass window presides
over the facade of the temple. Exquisitely carved
from glass, a Númenórean symbol sets the centre.

4. Galleries of the great central nave. Falling from
the gallery can be a big problem. It’s  more than
four meters and can break any athlete's leg, more
with the remains of the wooden benches rotting on
the floor below.

Note  to  the  GM: If  Tálissë  was  able  to  escape  her
captors, or simply the naive players set her free, she will
have  rushed  to  warn  Thôrgal  that  they  were  heading

towards the temple. With so little time, Thôrgal will have
set an ambush for when the players are in the great central
nave. Eight archers of the Order are hidden in the shadows
of  the  pillars  waiting  for  the  most  auspicious  occasion.
Tálissë will support the attack from the choir by casting her
spells.

5. Rear Gallery. Large windows allow light access to
the  choir  area.  Here  begins  the  choir  that
entertained  the  main  ceremonies  of  the  noble
society of Etraim.

6. Chorus. A  large  platform  protrudes  above  the
great central nave. Here the choirs originally sang.
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Thôrgal
The Angulion is very unhappy with your failure
at the citadel. That damn place could have been
the origin of a much faster plan in our conquest
of  the  three  kingdoms.  I  hope  this  letter  has
reached you before  the next  black  moon.  You
must stick to your original mission. The baron
should not see next spring. Fix it as we agreed,
suspicions should be directed at  Arthedain.  As
you asked me in your last letter, I have sent two
assassins among the members of the delegation
of  that  kingdom,  who  will  attend  the  next
negotiation.  You  should  not  maintain  contact
with  them,  but  you  want  to  raise  suspicions.
They  alone  will  take  care  of  the  work.  Limit
yourselves  to  facilitate  their  flight,  and  to
promote an uprising of the people of Etraim. If
everything  goes  as  planned,  a  war  will  start
before next winter. I myself, from Fornost Erain,
will make King Argeleb II […]
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5.0 The Adventure
5.1 THE TASK

This adventure scenario is designed to ensnare the PCs in
the  machinations  of  the  Witch-king  by  forcing  them  to
rescue one of their own from the cult.

5.2 STARTING THE PLAYERS

Players start in the town of Etraim, where they stay in the
only inn, The Merry Salmon. Mayol Softfoot is the owner.
If  they  have played  the  “Forge  of  the  Petty-dwarves”
adventure,  they  will  be  accommodated  free  of  charge  if
they had rescued Hëlse alive.

During their stay at the inn, they will learn of rumours of
strange disappearances of children from the region's farms
and villages. Many of the peasants believe it is because the
past  winter  has  been  too  harsh,  and  the  wolves  are
especially hungry for lack of prey in their territories. If any
player asks if there has been a disappearance of children in
Etraim, they will answer that there have been none so far.

While they are talking, a beautiful woman will approach
the  player  with  the  highest Appearance.  She  will  try  to
seduce him and separate him from the group. If the rest of
the  players  question  the  innkeeper  or  some  other  patron
about the identity of the beautiful woman, they will answer
that  her  name  is  Tálissë  Núrquén,  and  she  is  the  most
beautiful  and lascivious woman in the entire  town. They
will  comment  that  she  is  an independent  woman who is
known by several lovers. She runs a splendid leather and
tanning  business  that  provides  her with  a  good  sum  of
money. It is the talk of the women of the town, and all fear
for their husbands. Players can return to the conversation
and perhaps joke about their partner's intended “conquest”.

The player accompanying Tálissë will be led to a splen-
did two-story stone house. Richly furnished, she will invite
him to get comfortable and have a drink. Tálissë wears a
ring set with a red gem, which can be opened. It contains
two powdered doses of a very strong, colourless, odourless
level 8 aphrodisiac that also acts as a narcotic. If  he does
not  pass  a  Hard  Constitution  roll,  he will  fall  under  its
effects.  If  he overcomes it,  Tálissë  will  swear under  her
breath, and try to lead the unwary to  her bedroom. There
will  be an intense sexual encounter.  After it,  Tálissë will
offer the player another drink, and pour the last dose of the
aphrodisiac. Due to the enormous effort of the previous act,
the player's ability to resist it will have been diminished,

making the Constitution roll now Extremely Hard to beat.
Once they have repeated the sexual act, the player will fall
unconscious and Tálissë, after tying him up, will open the
back door of  her house to two hooded men who will take
him away. He has just fallen into the hands of the Thôrgal
Sect. If the player participated in the “Forge of the Petty-
dwarves” adventure, he will have been kidnapped for ques-
tioning about what happened at the Citadel. If he was not
there, he will have been chosen as the victim of a sacrifice
that will take place in two nights, in the complete darkness
of the new moon. Being an adventurer, few in the city will
miss someone who is passing through. Only Aldûriel,  an
old  thief  who watched  the street  from the  darkness of  a
nearby alley, has witnessed what happened.

It is up to the rest of the players to find out what hap-
pened to their partner. The innkeeper will indicate where
Tálissë's house is located. If they question her, she will lie
to them saying that, in fact, he was with her, and that after a
tremendous trigger, he said goodbye to her. Shamelessly he
will never have such a fiery and powerless lover. Obviously
she will not allow players to search  her home. But if they
are able to enter when Tálissë is elsewhere attending her
business, they will still be able to see the glasses with the
drinks that they had had the previous day. If any character
passes an Extremely Difficult Perception roll on the cups,
they will find remnants of the aphrodisiac. Otherwise, they
will find nothing but the bed sheets still scrambled.

If the players investigate the surroundings of the house,
they  may  be  warned  by  the  local  guard  for  suspicious
conduct. If  they approach the back of the house  they will
see a curious scene. An urchin of about twelve years old is
throwing  stones  at  a  somewhat  older  woman.  The  boy
insults her by calling her Harlot Sarnosa. The woman will
scream, covering her face and screaming for the players to
save a helpless woman. The young man will flee as soon as
the players stand up to him, at that moment the woman will
hug the player who is closest to  her, thanking him for his
gentle act. She will take the opportunity to sneakily steal
his money bag. A Hard Perception roll is required for the
unwary to be noticed.

The woman is old Aldûriel.  The young man is  her son
Moner,  a  redhead,  with  whom,  using  this  trick,  they
dedicate themselves to robbing people who visit  the city.
They reside in a shack on the outskirts and which is hardly
known to the inhabitants of Etraim. They plan to meet there
as soon as the theft is carried out. If Aldûriel is caught in
the middle of the robbery, she will try to flee, and if she is
held by the players she will start screaming for help. No
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one from the city will  help her, since they know her too
well;  what's  more,  she  is  famous  as  a  witch  and  crazy.
Some even believe she is responsible for the disappearance
of the children.

Aldûriel will bite, kick and even hit certain private parts
in order to escape. If the players are unable to restrain her
in less than three rounds, a local guard patrol will appear
and  question  them  about  the  reason  for  the  fuss.  If  the
players tell what happened in a coherent way, Aldûriel will
be  arrested,  bound,  and  taken  to  the  dungeons  of  the
Baron's  castle.  While  being  dragged away,  if  the  guards
mention the disappearance of her partner/son, she will yell
at the players, begging them to forgive her and release her,
offering to  tell them what she saw the other night in the
surroundings of Tálissë's house.

If the players do not drop their charges against her, she
will be taken to the dungeons where the next day she will
be taken to a public trial, where the players will be the main
witnesses. If she is sentenced to prison, her son Moner will
try to get revenge.

If they believe her and ask the guards to release her, they
will only do so on a bail of two gold coins. If they make the
payment, Aldûriel will kneel thanking the players, and will
invite them to come to her house. There she will serve them
a poor but nutritious meal and will narrate what she saw the
night before while she was on the street, as Tálissë returned
home with their friend. There she saw through the upstairs
window how they  drank.  Unfortunately,  she  couldn't  see
any more of the interior of the house because Tálissë drew
the heavy curtains. She will say that she was surprised that
the  neighbours  could  sleep  since  the  noise  of  Tálissë's
ironwork screeched  scandalously.  Aldûriel  will  comment
that the noise of the two lovers restarted a few minutes after
the end of the first meeting. The rest of the night she stayed
in the alley and she saw two hooded men come out carrying
a heavy bundle around the  back  of  the  building.  Tálissë
obviously lied to them.

If they go to Tálissë's business, she will stand up to them
by telling them that it is okay to question her, but that they
could better dedicate themselves to looking for their partner
in the brothels. If pressed on the events of last night, she
will try to repeat her story. If seriously threatened, she will
cry for help and try to flee.

If she is not quieted quickly or manages to escape (only
in one round), a guard patrol will appear in six rounds. This
time it will be difficult for the party to justify themselves to
them, and they  will  all  be brought  before  the  Baron  for

disorderly  conduct  and  coercion.  There  they  will  be
questioned about their motives, and if they are not able to
make themselves heard properly,  they will  be put  on the
outskirts of the city without question, and advised not to
return to Etraim in the future. You can influence the Baron
to give them a chance,  if they have played the adventure
“The Forge of the Petty-dwarves” and have rescued his son.

Tálissë seduced  their partner on behalf of a local  mer-
chant named Baran (Thôrgal's  disguise).  He said that  he
would pay her 50 gp if she managed to knock him out using
the aphrodisiac he supplied. She agreed, and they agreed to
be  picked  up  by  two  of  her  servants  after  midnight.
Because  he  would  be  away  for  two  days,  the  payment
would be made at midnight in the old temple, "The Tears of
Yavanna." If she is questioned why, she will  answer that
Baran  wanted  to  kidnap  their partner,  because,  as  he
vaguely commented, he had to avenge a certain offence that
he did long ago.

Note to the Game Master.

Players must decide what to do. If Tálissë is released, she
will alert Thôrgal, and both will prepare an ambush at the
temple. If they hold her, there will be no ambush but they
should  go  to  investigate  anyway  what  happened  to  her
partner. Be that as it may, Tálissë is a more dangerous ad-
versary than she seems. She is actually a level 3 sorceress
(wizard). She is Thôrgal's lover and accomplice, as well as
his most prominent apprentice. Tálissë will obviously not
spoil her disguise among Etraim society by employing ma-
gic in a public place. Instead, she will try to escape, if she is
being held, and will notify Thôrgal as soon as possible.

5.3 AIDS

Dîrgol is included to provide any advice, encouragement,
and healing assistance that  the PCs may need. Under no
circumstances however will he “blow his cover” to accom-
pany the party on any adventure, especially not an armed
assault on the Order. Nor will he reveal his true nature and
purpose: he will maintain his cover as an eccentric healer at
all times, even if he comes to trust the party.

5.4 OBSTACLES

The cult of the Dark Religion is intended to be a primary
challenge  to  the  PCs.  The  entire  plot  of  this  adventure
revolves  around  their  attempt  to  kidnap  (and  possibly
interrogate) one of the party, and to use that individual as a
sacrifice  to  their  foul  “god”,  and  they  will  actively  and
lethally  resist  any attempted rescue or interference. They
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have many other  plots afoot, and intend to be around for
quite some time into the future.

The Baron Jeinal has an agenda of his own which he will
follow first.  Depending  on how the  party conduct them-
selves,  the Baron  and his  guards  may or may not  prove
helpful  –  although this  will  be considerably  mitigated  if
they  have  previously  assisted  him  in  The  Forge  of  the
Petty-dwarves adventure.

5.5 REWARDS

In  this  module,  there  are  few  financial  rewards  that
players can treasure. It is a research adventure where what
interests  the  PCs most  is  finding  their partner.  The  GM
decides on whether to put more wealth in the temple or in
the rooms of the Order. The library can be a great place to
put maps and clues to other adventures that  can comple-
ment the campaign. Still,  the Baron can reward them for
their worth. If they manage to convince him of the serious-
ness of the plot, the Baron could give them certain objects
from his family treasure, but yes, without going overboard.

5.6 AFTERWARDS

The  Arthedain  delegation  is  not  expected  to  come  for
three  weeks.  The  trip  to  the  kingdom  lasts  two,  so  the
players if they are chosen as messengers must go quickly
and quickly to notify the king of the conspiracy, and about
how he can be overthrown. If the Baron is not convinced, it
will be up to the players to take the future course of action.
The normal thing would be to try to unmask the assassins,
having to infiltrate the Barony castle.

If Thôrgal escapes, players can do little with the letter as
the only evidence. Only if they found the diary along with
the  parchment  inside,  will  they  have  any  chance  of  the
Baron believing them.

If they can convince him, the Baron will launch a raid
across  Etraim  looking  for  the  traitors  and  will  send
messengers to Arthedain communicating to King Argeleb II
what has happened and carrying a copy of the letter, along
with a personal message from the Baron. The players will
be  commissioned  for  the  mission,  as  they  have  amply
demonstrated their worth.

Otherwise, the players will only get the Baron to expel
them from the castle, commenting that he cannot jeopardize
such a major trade negotiation, and that it could bring peace
and  prosperity  to  Arthedain  and  Rhudaur.  Players  can
decide whether to start a chase of Thôrgal, or try to uncover

the  assassins  travelling  with  the  Arthedain  delegation,
before it's too late.

Campaign continuation modules
As the plot has been divided, I move on to expose the

modules that will continue the different courses of action.

The Plot. The Baron did not believe the players, and now
they have decided to discover the assassins in the Arthedain
delegation.

Race  to  Fornost  Erain. The  Baron  has  successfully
unmasked  the  conjurers  with  the  help  of  the  players.
Rhudaur is not in danger for now, but King Argeleb II of
Arthedain must be alerted, before he can be overthrown.

Both modules will be published soon. Maybe.
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6.0 Encounters
6.1 …AT THE TEMPLE

If the ambush occurs…
If the players allowed Tálissë to go free or let her escape,

they will see that they have made a terrible mistake. Tálissë
will rush to warn Thôrgal. The two will hastily prepare a
deadly  ambush  in  the  central  nave  of  the  temple.  The
followers of the Order specialized in archery will be placed
behind the colonnades of the upper galleries. There will be
about eight in total. Tálissë will take care of casting spells
from the choir balcony (marked 6 on the upper level plan).
She will mainly use the Sleep V spell, but in case of being
outplayed by the players, she will  not hesitate to use the
spell  of  Darkness  I to  blind  them  and  leave  them
defenceless (This is actually the Light I spell from the Light
Law list but with the effect of producing total darkness).

The archers have the order to shoot to kill, but leaving
survivors to be questioned about their intentions. Thôrgal
has ordered it so. In principle, he will not be present in the
fray but will remain hidden in his office preparing in case
he has to face the players. An alternative in his favour could
be to take the partner Tálissë cajoled and use as a human
shield.  It  would  be  interesting  to  see  how  the  players
respond.

If there is no ambush…
If Tálissë confessed or remains a prisoner, there will be

no ambush at the temple, leaving players free to investigate
the building. Keep in mind that the Order will be preparing
the High Altar for the celebration of the Sacrifice.

Note  to  the  Master: You  have  to  control  the  playing
time. If  the “Forge of  the  Petty-dwarves” adventure was
played  and  one  of  the  characters  fell  into  the  hands  of
Thôrgal,  players  are  supposed  to  start  this  adventure  the
night before the sacrifice. The same applies otherwise. It is
important that players are left with the idea that something
terrible may happen tonight. The sacrifice will take place
two hours after midnight. They should have time to explore
the temple. Possibly they will meet members of the Order
arranging the Altar. It will be about six. Although the GM is
free to decide the types of encounters.

Thôrgal’s actions…
If the ambush occurs, Thôrgal will remain in his office

waiting for his people to capture a survivor. In the event of
a defeat by the players, the GM has two options:

1. Thôrgal will use his companion as a human shield,
and will  try  to  flee  through the passageway that
leads  to  the  warehouses.  There  he  will  take  his
horse and go out to  the stampede of Etraim. He
will try to head towards Fornost Erain.

2. Try to join Tálissë as reinforcement using his best
offensive  spells.  For this  a  member of  the  order
must  have  been  able  to  escape  from  the  upper
gallery and run towards the passageway. The Gate
Defense Rune should not be a problem for him. He
will alert the two guards who guard the library, and
then Thôrgal.

If there is no ambush, Thôrgal will remain in his office
dealing with various matters concerning the Order. He will
be  wearing  a  black  tunic  edged  in  blood  red.  It  is  the
ceremonial dress for sacrifice. If he is surprised, he will not
hesitate to defend himself. He will start casting spells and
directing them against the most seasoned player.  He seeks
to  undermine  the  confidence  of  the  group  and  thereby
achieve an escape route to the warehouse passageway.

Be that as it may, if Thôrgal escapes, the card found by
the players  on his  table  cannot be used as proof.  Unless
they found the Order's journal in the library and could take
it to the Baron.

The Baron will not hesitate to make a general raid among
all  the traitors  to find out what they intended. It  will  be
useless,  if  they  did  not  capture Thôrgal  or  Tálissë  alive.
Only they knew the existence of the letter, and the plans it
mentions.
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7.0 Tables

MAJOR NPCS

NPC Lvl HP MM AT DB Sh/Helm/Gr/Br OB melee OB ranged Notes

Thôrgal Lein 5 59 +15 No +10 N/N/N/N +70da +25da Black Númenórean Mage 
(Evil)

ST+15 AG+10 CO+15 IT+30 IN+30 CH+5. +70 Directed Spells. PP: 3×5(level)×2(brooch)=30. Items: +15 dagger (special: additional crits & 
bleeding); Item: brooch ×2PP; Spell lists (7): Essence Hand, Essence Perceptions, Spell Ways, Spirit Mastery, Darkness Law, Fire Law, and 
Lofty Bridge to Level 5.

Tálissë Núrquén 3 34 +10 No +10 N/N/N/N +30ss +34Directed Spells Dúnadan Mage. 

ST+10 AG+0 CO+10 IT+30 IN+15 CH+5. PP: 2×3(level)+2=8. Item: belt, +2PP, Metamorphosis ×1/day; Spell lists (5): Essence Hand, Spell 
Ways, Darkness Law (actually it is Light Law but substitute Darkness instead of Light), Spirit Mastery, and Essence Perceptions to Level 3.

Aldûriel 4 44 +5 No +0 N/N/N/N +49da +44sb Northron Scout/Thief

ST+15 AG+15 CO+0 IT+5 IN+10 CH+0. PP: 1.

Dîrgol 10 66 +15 No +5 N/N/N/N +67qs +57da Lesser Dúnadan Animist

ST+5 AG+5 CO+0 IT+5 IN+15 CH+0. +35 Directed Spells. PP: 2(IN)×10(level)×3(staff)=60. Item: staff ×3PP, +10OB. Spell lists (11): all (8) 
Open Channelling lists, plus Bone/Muscle Ways, Blood Ways, and Organ Ways, all to 10th level.

Codes: see below

COMBAT SUMMARIES

NPC/# Lvl HP MM AT DB Sh/Helm/Gr/Br OB melee OB mis. Notes

Baron’s Guard/12 2 45 +10 RL +25 Yw/Ym/N/N +55sp/+45ss +35sp Lesser Dúnadan, Warrior

Cult Archers/8* 2 32 +15 No +5 N/N/N/N +20da +52sb Rural Man, Warrior

Guardians of the Order/4† 2 45 +10 RL +30 Yw/Yl/N/N +50sc N Rural Man, Warrior

Dîrgol’s dogs/2 3 110 +30 SL +25 N/N/N/N +70Bi N Dog, large; Speed: FA, Size: L; Crit: Reg.

Notes:
*These are the followers of the Order who joined a search for power and wealth. They are ordinary men who are beginning in the arts of the 
Dark Religion.
†These are the guardians who watch over the prisoners destined for sacrifice. They will not participate in the ambush, but in case the adepts are
outmatched, they will join the fight unless Thôrgal recalls them.
Codes: Lvl = Level; HP = Hits; MM = Movement & Maneuver Bonus (in AT); AT = Armor Type; DB = Defensive Bonus(includes shield); Sh 
= Shield(+bonus; N = None; w = wood, m = metal); Helm/Gr/Br = Helm/Greaves/Bracers (+bonus; N = None; l = leather, m = metal); OB = 
Offensive Bonus (r = range; R = radius); PP = Power Points (Chan = Channeling, Ess = Essence); DS = Directed Spells; BS = Base Spells.

Weapons Codes: da = dagger; bs = broadsword; cb = crossbow; ja = javelin; lb = longbow; lcb = light crossbow; ma = mace; qs = 
quarter staff; sb = short bow; sc = scimitar; sp = spear; ss = short sword; wh = war-hammer.

Creature OB Codes: L = Large; Bi = bite; Gr = grapple; We = weapon.
Armor Types: No = No armor; SL = Soft Leather; RL = Rigid Leather; Ch = Chain Mail; Pl = Plate Armor.

The End
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